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ran and Saudi Arabia have their
fingerprints on every battleground
in the Middle East.1 Both countries
support proxy militias that align
with their own politics, and both
interfere in their neighbors’ affairs to
advance their own interests. These
external interventions bolster foreign
clients who, in turn, support the patron
regime back home, further legitimizing
Tehran and Riyadh’s roles as regional
hegemons.
Demonstrators mark the anniversary of the 1979 takeover
The purist version of Shiite Islam
of the U.S. embassy, Tehran. Competition between Iran
propagated by Iran and the Saudi-Sunni
and Saudi Arabia has been a staple of regional politics
Wahhabi version are mirror images of
since two events in 1979: the Iranian revolution and the
siege of the Grand Mosque in Mecca.
each other. They are natural enemies
that justify themselves by labeling each
other apostates. The ritualistic chant of
“Death to America” at Iranian state-sponsored events is merely part of the script.
Exporting the conservative Saudi form of Islam validates royal rule in a similar way.
Peace in the region will remain elusive as long as Tehran and Riyadh remain on
a collision course. The ideal solution would be for both states to transform into
democracies that no longer see each other as adversaries. In the meantime, Washington
must do what it can to manage, rather than resolve, the conflict and shape the regional
context in its favor.

I

1 Shahram Chubin and Charles Tripp, Iran-Saudi Arabia Relations and Regional Order (New York: Routledge, 2014).
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The Ghosts of 1979
Competition between Iran and Saudi
Arabia has been a staple of regional politics
since two momentous events in 1979: the
Iranian revolution and the siege of the Grand
Mosque in Mecca.
The Iranian revolution created a militant
Shiite theocracy that advances a hostile antiWestern form of Islam. The regime’s foreign
policy objectives include exporting its religious-political doctrine, empowering Shiite
peoples abroad, undermining Western interests
in the Middle East, and establishing itself as a
regional hegemon.2 All of this takes place
along geopolitical, military, economic, and
ideological lines. For instance, Iran promotes a
Shiite pilgrimage to Karbala in Iraq to
undermine the hajj to Mecca.
In Saudi Arabia in 1979, insurgents
seized the Grand Mosque in Mecca and
repudiated the House of Saud. The monarchy
crushed the rebels but took up their cause
for political expediency. It permitted Sunni
clerics to impose their fundamentalist version
of anti-Western Islam at home, halting social
and economic liberalization. The regime’s
paradoxical bargain led to the export of
explicitly anti-American Salafist Wahhabism
at a time when the Saudis relied on the West
for security.
The Iranian revolution and the Grand
Mosque seizure forced the Iranian and Saudi
elites to develop new survival strategies.
Each responded by exporting ideologically

2 Shireen Hunter, Iran’s Foreign Policy in the PostSoviet Era: Resisting the New International
Order (New York: ABC-CLIO, 2010); Ariane
M. Tabatabai, “Domestic politics in Iran and a
future regional process,” in Chen Kane and Egle
Murauskaite, eds., Regional Security Dialogue in
the Middle East: Changes, Challenges and
Opportunities (New York: Routledge, 2014), pp.
129-46.
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tailored religious beliefs that justify their
rule. Two competing Islamic schools of
thought emerged, one in Qom, the other in
Jeddah.
Yet forty years later, the two countries
face surprisingly similar challenges—from
globalization-induced societal changes, to the
surge of Sunni jihadism, to regional civil wars,
to the political instability attending the
“Arab Spring.” Both are also ruled by ailing
leaders and are bracing for a succession crisis
at a time when a majority of their citizens no
longer accept the regimes’ narratives and
openly challenge them although a fervent, loyal
minority still actively supports each government for ideological and economic reasons.3
At the same time, the two countries are
on divergent paths with Riyadh attempting
reforms led by Crown Prince Muhammad bin
Salman (MBS), and Tehran doubling down
on its revolutionary goals. For its part,
Washington hopes to maintain regional
stability in a post-ISIS world and prevent the
collapse of its allies.4 This will require longterm U.S. pressure on its regional partners
for robust reforms as difficult as that may be
in Saudi Arabia given the precarious nature
of the alliance, and the pursuit of strategies
that encourage the Iranian regime’s selfdestructive impulses.
3 Abbas Milani, “The Green Movement,” Iran
Primer, United States Institute of Peace,
Washington, D.C., Oct. 6, 2010; Rula Jebreal,
“Saudi Arabia’s Mohammed Bin Salman
Charmed the West but Rules at Home with an
Iron Fist,” Newsweek, Aug. 30, 2018.
4 Feisal al-Istrabadi, “Regional Constraints on the US
Confrontation of ISIS,” in Feisal al-Istrabadi and
Sumit Ganguly, eds., The Future of ISIS:
Regional and International Implications
(Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press,
2018), pp. 173-98; Brett McGurk, “Hard Truths
in Syria: America Can’t Do More with Less, and
It Shouldn’t Try,” Foreign Affairs, May/June
2019.
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The Domestic Logic
of Regional
Interventions
The Iranian revolution
transformed the country’s
politics, military, and soft
power. It turned Iran into a
theocracy under a velayat efaqih (governance of the
jurist) system with ayatollahs
as the new royalty.5 They
hoped to survive by creating
a purist version of Shiite
Islam and exporting it via
soft power, such as through
Saudi insurgents seized the Grand Mosque in 1979 and denounced
the Iranian Red Crescent
the House of Saud for abandoning the puritanical path of
Society and mosque and
Wahhabism. In response, the Saudis adopted the insurgents’
6
school construction and by
ideology as their de facto domestic and external policy, sowing the
hard power by arming
seeds of anti-Western jihadism.
numerous proxy Shiite
militias—from the Lebanese
Even though Iran’s interventions someHezbollah, to the Yemenite Houthi rebels, to a
times
conflict with the regime’s domestic
string of Iraqi militias including Asaib Ahl al7
rhetoric, both serve the supreme leader’s overall
Haq and Kata’ib Hezbollah. In the despairing
strategy. Creating an Iranian security umbrella
words of an Iraqi bureaucrat: “You don’t know
that protects Shiite people in the Middle East
what imperialism is like until you have been an
8
and beyond (e.g., Herat in Afghanistan and
Iraqi Arab dealing with Persian imperialists.”
Tanzania in Africa) is es-sential for the regime.
Tehran is also not deterred from making tactical
alliances on the ground that run counter to its
ideology if these advance its strategy. For
5 Baqer Moin, Khomeini: Life of the Ayatollah (New
instance, Iraqi Kurds in the Sargat region near
York: Thomas Dunne Books, 1999), p. 153.
the Iranian border who lived under the Salafi
6 Hassan Dai, “Middle Eastern Interventions in
Jamaat Ansar as-Sunna reported that these
Africa: Tehran’s Extensive Soft Power,” Middle
jihadists would not have been able to establish
East Quarterly, Fall 2018.
themselves without Iranian backing. When U.S.
7 J. Matthew Mcinnis, “Iranian Deterrence Strategy
troops attacked Jamaat Ansar in 2003, the
and Use of Proxies,” statement before the Senate
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) and
Committee on Foreign Relations on “Defeating
the Iranian Threat Network: Options for
Iranian border guards provided refuge and
Countering Iranian Proxies,” Washington, D.C.,
medical care to the Sunni jihadists.9 Iran also
Nov. 29, 2016.

8 Fieldwork and in-person author interviews with
Iraqi officers and civil servants, Baghdad, Apr.
2018 and Kirkuk, Suleimaniya, and Erbil, Iraqi
Kurdistan, Apr. 2018 and Dec. 2018.
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9 Fieldwork and in-person author interviews with
Peshmerga and Iraqi-Kurdish civilians, Hawraman,
Iraqi Kurdistan, Mar. 2017-Apr. 2018.
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12 JJoseph Nevo, “Religion andd National Ideentity in
Saudi Arabiia,” Middle E
Eastern Studiees, July
1998, pp. 34--53.
13 Y
Yaroslav Trofiimov, The Siegge of Mecca: T
The 1979
Uprising at Islam’s Holiesst Shrine (New
w York:
First Anchorr Books, 20088), pp. 14-6, 225, 122,
171.
14 K
Karen Elliott H
House, On Sauudi Arabia: Its People,
Past, Religioon, Fault Linnes and Futurre (New
York: Vintagge, 2013), pp. 333-101.
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Republican Forces in the
North Yemen civil war of
1962-70.15

Domestic Change
in Iran
The Iranian theocracy is
an anachronism; it is ruled
by clerics who combine a
modern nation state with
medieval Islamic mores.
Many Iranians no longer
believe in the tenets of the
Islamic Revolution; proProtests in Tehran’s Grand Bazaar, June 2018. The Iranian economy
testers during the Green
is depressed thanks to U.S. sanctions, and a majority of educated
Movement in 2009 chanted
Iranians with Internet access openly opposes a government out of step
“Death to the dictator …
with the rest of society and the world.
Khamenei is a murderer. His
rule is null and void.”16 Most
It was logical for Iranian leaders to
Iranians also no longer support interventions
seek
a deal with the West. The economy
abroad at a time when they face extreme
was
failing,
and they likely believed that
economic uncertainty, poverty, and inequality
Jerusalem and Washington were prepared to
at home.17 Citizens are challenging the
attack them. They must have known they
outdated Islamic laws now imposed with
could not win a war, especially if the West
renewed vigor by religious elites to appease
18
struck first. And they were keenly aware of
their base. The ayatollahs are well aware that
how much damage the Stuxnet cyberattack
their power has waned and that regime survival
wrought in 2010 to Iran’s nuclear program.
requires “performance legitimacy” and
Iran’s leaders also saw that they could
economic growth. As a result, officials felt
pressure Israel with non-nuclear missiles and
compelled to shake hands with the devil—the
other weapon systems in Syria and Lebanon
United States—and agree to a nuclear
and use them as leverage in negotiations with
agreement, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
19
Washington.20
Action (JCPOA) in 2015.
The clerics hoped that sanctions relief
would halt inflation, spur economic growth, and
15 Ginny Hill, Yemen Endures: Civil War, Saudi
buy citizen loyalty as the IRGC, the Ministry
Adventurism and the Future of Arabia (New
of Intelligence (MOIS), and the Basij militia
York: Oxford University Press, 2017), pp. 9-32.
crushed any remaining pockets of dissent.21
16 Milani, “The Green Movement.”

17 Alireza Nader, “Why the Iranian Uprisings Won’t
Die,” Politico, Jan. 7, 2018.
18 Abbas Milani, “Iran’s Incremental Revolution,”
The Atlantic, Apr. 10, 2015.
19 BBC News, May 8, 2018 .
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20 Ariane Tabatabai and Dina Esfandiary, TripleAxis: China, Russia, Iran and Power Politics
(London: I. B. Tauris, 2018), pp. 126-42.
21 BBC News, June 18, 2009.
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Afshon Ostovvar, Rebecca E
Edelston, and Michael
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ds: Iranian Straategy in
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Alexandria, Vaa.: CNA
Analysis andd Solutions, 2013), pp. 87-96..
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News Service (U.K.), June 28, 2018.
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the U.S.-led invasion of
Iraq and lasted until the
Syrian civil war. The
jihadists brought the war
home to Saudi Arabia.
But, the counterterrorism
campaign unleashed by
the regime increased domestic resistance by Shiite
groups and disenfranchised
Sunnis. The monarchy
now attempts to survive—
and manage a royal
transition—by pursuing a
series of tightly controlled
top-down social reforms
while doubling down on
Houthis protest against airstrikes by the Saudi-led coalition, Sana'a,
repression at home and
September 2015. The Saudis have made tactical alliances that
flexing regional muscle
contradicted their dogma. The Houthi rebels, now Iranian-backed, were
abroad.27
once Riyadh’s allies during the North Yemen civil war of 1962-70.
The king and his
anointed successor MBS
and affiliated clan members based on the
appear to recognize that such an outdated
familial alliances that helped unify the
system of government is an aberration in the
kingdom in 1932. The kingdom lacks
twenty-first century, and they are likely to
rational, legal bureaucratic institutions and
understand the costs of supporting jihadists
has few apolitical civil servants.28 Various
abroad. At home, MBS is opting for gradual
branches of the military and security
modernization with only cosmetic changes to
agencies are virtual fiefdoms doled out to
allay domestic resistance while consolidating
royal factions.29 These are not effective
monarchical power. Reforming institutions
organizations as leadership is inherited rather
might provoke rebellion from the traditional
than earned. Institutions designed this way
power brokers in a society where few of
may help prevent coups, but they are
those in power see any reason to relinquish
extremely difficult to reform without first
control.
abolishing the monarchy, and no monarchy
Unlike Iran, where ayatollahs put a
has ever written itself out of a job in favor of
religious veneer on the modern state built by
reform.
the shah, Saudi institutions have a medieval
structure. Everything from security institutions to the Ministry of Youth Affairs are
28 Yousif Makki, “Not what it seems: The role of the
patronage networks divvied up between royal
tribe in state–society relations in Saudi Arabia,”
Contemporary Arab Affairs, Nov. 2011, pp. 44562.
27 Mehran Kamrava, “The Arab Spring and the Saudiled Counterrevolution,” Orbis, Jan. 1, 2012, pp. 96104.
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29 Steffen Hertog, Princes, Brokers, and Bureaucrats:
Oil and the State in Saudi Arabia (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 2010), pp. 61-136.
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2017. Loyalty need not be
purchased. It can also be
coerced.
The
recent
assassination of journalist Jamal
Khashoggi must be viewed
in this context. Khashoggi’s
reformist ideas were in line
with those of MBS, as he
was part of the royal
establishment close to the
previous king Abdullah
though the family lost some
influence with the accession
A protest outside the Saudi Arabian Consulate General, Istanbul,
following the murder of Jamal Khashoggi, October 2018. For
of MBS. However, the
Washington, alliances and regional security prerogatives seem to
House of Saud demands a
triumph over Western liberal principles. This explains why
monopoly on ideas for
Washington has not addressed the conduct of the Saudi military in
legitimacy even though the
Yemen and the murder of Khashoggi.
crown prince needs the
allegiance of all prominent
Saudi families, including
Any reformed and modern bureaucracy
the
Khashoggis,
to ensure that his reforms
based on merit and apolitical technocracy
survive. The well-documented ordering of
would run counter to the existing feudal
Khashoggi’s assassination by MBS explicitly
structure. MBS hopes to ensure stability by
demonstrated the need for compliance from
allowing each family to keep its fiefdom in
all major families while showing that the
return for a loyalty pledge,30 but real reforms
prince was confident enough to eliminate a
would require the removal of such fiefdoms,
vocal critic without fear of the international
and creating losers could also foment incommunity or Saudi society demanding
stability. Saudis know that the crown prince
accountability.32
is rearranging the patronage networks to
consolidate his own power and eventual
accession as king.31 In the absence of a
routinized process of succession, consolidating power essentially means getting
the main royal factions and clans to pledge
loyalty. That is why MBS arrested so many
of the richest and most powerful royals in

30 Karen Elliott House, “Profile of a Prince: Promise
and Peril in Mohammed bin Salman’s Vision
2030,” Harvard Kennedy School, Belfer Center
Paper, Apr. 2019, pp. 1-44.
31 Reuters, Nov. 5, 2017.
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A Messy Middle East
for Washington
Iranians and Saudis are both responding
to regional and domestic changes by
asserting power abroad. But while Riyadh is
at least attempting to reform its system,
32 “Annex to the Report of the Special Rapporteur on
extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions:
Investigation into the unlawful death of Mr.
Jamal Khashoggi,” United Nations Human
Rights Council, New York, A/HRC/41/CRP.1,
June 19, 2019, pp. 1-99.
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Saudi Arabia. Unfortunately, religious and
military elites in Iran have no interest in
transforming the state since their hold on
power remains strong even after the Green
Movement and the Arab uprisings.
Washington is caught in a terrible bind:
It must support one of the least democratic
and oppressive governments on earth while
attempting to undermine a dogmatic but less
undemocratic regime that rules over a welleducated and pro-Western population.35
The future of U.S strength in the Middle
East rests squarely on how well political
leaders thread the needle between Tehran and
Riyadh while ensuring the security and
stability of their regional allies. This will
require U.S engagement with the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC), especially with
Saudi Arabia, to solve the recent Qatari
problem, where the GCC paints Qatar as a
supporter of Iran because Qatari royals are
challenging Saudi hegemony.36 With a major
U.S. air base on a 99-year lease in Qatar, and
other military bases in neighboring GCC
states, this will require careful negotiation by
U.S. diplomats to steady the course with the
Saudis while keeping Iran on its heels.
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